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Cavitands are rigid bowl-shaped molecules that manifest enforced
cavities capable of binding neutral guests.1 [4]Cavitands have been
used extensively as receptors and as components for the preparation
of carceplexes, which are closed-surface molecules that contain
entrapped molecules.1a,2,3 In recent years, efforts have been made
to use [4]cavitands to create novel host molecules with larger
cavities. One approach is to link three or more [4]cavitands,4 while
another route is to extend the walls via the bridging unit (Y).1 A
third approach is to increase the number of resorcinol units per
cavitand, as we have described recently with a series of [n]cavitands
(X ) H), wheren > 4.5 We report here the use of [5]cavitands to
create a disulfide-linked [5]carceplex,7‚(guests)2, that possesses
C5-symmetry.

Radical bromination of [5]cavitand1 led to benzyl bromide2, a
compound that was very insoluble in common organic solvents,
and was not purified.6 Crude [5]benzyl bromide2 was reacted with
thioacetic acid, and the resulting thioacetate6 was hydrolyzed under
acidic conditions to benzyl thiol5 (25% yield for two steps).7,8

Disulfide [5]carceplex7‚(DMF)2 was obtained in 25% yield by air-
oxidation of benzyl thiol [5]cavitand5 in the presence of Cs2CO3

in DMF (Figure 1).9,10 MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy in the
presence of AgOTf gave7‚(DMF)2‚Ag+ as the predominant species.

The 1H NMR spectrum of7‚(DMF)2 in CDCl3 at 27°C shows
two singlets (0.28 and 0.20 ppm) for the NMe groups, and a singlet
at 5.32 ppm for the formyl protons for the entrapped DMF
molecules (see Figure 2); the two DMF molecules are indistin-
guishable. The ArCH2S protons (H6) appear as two diastereotopic
doublets below-10 °C at 400 MHz, and as a sharp singlet above
97 °C at 500 MHz. The rate constant for interconversion of H6′and
H6′′ resonances was measured by 1D NOESY (EXSY)11 at -25
°C in CDCl3 at 400 MHz, and found to be 1.0( 0.2 s-1; ∆Gq
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was calculated to be 14.4( 0.1 kcal mol-1. Strain-free dibenzyl

disulfides have been found to have∆Gq values that are too small
to be measured by dynamic NMR experiments.12 It appears that
for 7 the activation barrier for the interconversion of the diaste-
reotopic H6 protons is raised by the additive effect of five disulfide
bonds and the restrictions imposed by the rigid bowls: each
individual disulfide bond in7‚(DMF)2 is likely under only a small
steric constraint13 but since all five disulfide bonds presumably can
only interconvert in unison, the transition state is raised accordingly.

We recorded 1D NOESY spectra for7‚(DMF)2 (CDCl3, 400
MHz, 27 °C) to link the DMF resonances unambiguously to the
host resonances and to gather information about the orientation of
the guest molecules inside the cavity.14 The H3 protons point inside
the cavity, the ArCH2Ar protons are outside, and the H1 protons
are at the bottom of the cavity.15 The NOEs between H3 and the
DMF resonances are about twice as strong as the NOEs between
H1 and the DMF resonances. In each case (from H3 or H1), the
two N-methyls have equally intense NOEs. In addition, all three
DMF resonances are equally shifted upfield (∆δ are 2.66-2.67
ppm at 27 °C) compared to free solvent, so they must each
experience a similar shielding effect.16 We conclude that the DMFs
reside in parallel equatorial positions inside the cavity as depicted

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of disulfide [5]carceplex 7‚(DMF)2.

Figure 2. Parts of the1H NMR spectra of benzyl thiol5 (a) and disulfide
[5]carceplex7‚(DMF)2 (b) in CDCl3 at 27°C (at 400 MHz). H6′ and H6′′
are labeled arbitrarily.
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schematically in Figure 1. MM2 calculations (Figure 3) support
this conclusion. Such an orientation is highly unusual in carce-
plexes.16,17

DMF amide rotation barriers were determined by 1D NOESY
(EXSY) experiments in C6D5NO2 at 77 °C at 400 MHz for the
following carceplexes18 (see Supporting Information for struc-
tures): disulfide [5]carceplex7‚(DMF)2, thioether [4]carceplex‚
DMF,2 acetal [4]carceplex‚DMF,3 and trimer [4]carceplex‚(DMF)3.4

The ∆Gq values were found to be 20.8, 20.5, 19.1, and 20.5 kcal
mol-1, respectively.18 Under the same conditions, the amide rotation
barrier for 9% DMF in C6D5CD3 and in C6D5NO2 was found to be
20.7 and 21.1 kcal mol-1, respectively. The barriers for all DMF
carceplexes are similar or slightly lower than for free DMF in
nitrobenzene, except for the acetal [4]carceplex‚DMF case. The
acetal [4]carceplex appears to have the most nonpolar and/or gas-
phase environment, while the other cavities are polarized by the
additional DMF guest(s) and/or the bridging sulfur atoms.

In conclusion, we have characterized the first disulfide [5]-
carceplexes‚(guests)2, using the new [5]cavitands as building blocks.
The disulfides have unusually high energy barriers to interconver-
sion due to their cooperativity. The guests reside in an unusual
orientation in parallel planes that are perpendicular to the principal
axis of the host. These new carceplexes hold promise for novel
studies. For example, it may be possible to study the thermodynamic
template effect in forming the most stable disulfide-linked carceplex
by subjecting7‚(guests)2 (and/or5) to equilibrium conditions using
redox buffers. Thus we should be able to directly compare
thermodynamic and kinetic template effects for the first time.19,20
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Figure 3. Top view of [5]carceplex7‚(DMF)2 as predicted by MM2
calculations. The entrapped DMFs are predicted to be perpendicular to the
C5 symmetry axis of7.
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